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Company Introduction 

 Jambros Inc. Head office located in Beijing,China 
Jambros Europe office,located in Hanmburg,Germany 

       Jambros American office,located in New York, USA 

 

 Existing customers :Ikea , Momeni, Mohawk, Pottery Barm, JC Penney,KAS, 
SAFAVIEH,COURISTAN,ORIENTAL WEAVER(US) 

 

 Established in 1992, over 18  years experience in handtufted rug business. 

 

 Fully privately Owned. 

 

 Consists of 2 factories, over 980 people involved. 9 tufting machine imported from UK.  

 

 Products cover synthetic and woolen machine tufted and hand tufted rug, with more than 20 
different constructions. 

 

 Design capabilities / Team : 25 experienced designers in house, sending computer  layout  for 
client approval before sample made, hand drawing still used in very detailed designs. Designers 
visit Europe design studio every year, working with local designers. 

 

 Very professional and creative development team works new material/construction with new 
inspiration every quarter 



Products covered 

 

 100% wool cut pile,hand tufted 

 100% wool and viscose cut pile,hand tufted 

 100% wool loop pile,hand hooked 

 100%PP outdoor/Indoor hand hooked rug 

 Poly-acrylic cut pile,loop pile, cut/loop hand tufted 

 100% wool machine tufted with overtuft patterns 

 Polyester machine tufted with overtuft patterns 

 100% acrylic/polyester machine tufted shaggy(2” cut pile) 

 Multi effect/Y-dyed effect for different construction/material 

 Polyester machine printed  with hand carving 

 Robot tufting  

 Machine tufted loop with overtuft patterns 
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Factory Briefing- JAMBROS 

Private owned, located in Beijing, 40 minutes from 
Beijing airport. 
Qutou, Yujiawu, Tongzhou District, 
Beijing, 101105 
P.R. China 

Large in-house production under one roof and 15 workshops for different vertically 
integrated   procedure. Customer could be assured with us for quality control, 
punctual delivery and various packaging requirement. 

With strong design ability, experienced tufters, 
strict standard quality assurance, various rug 
categories, our products is highly appreciated. 



 

 

 

General Information 

       Established in    1992 

   Area       37,000sqmt 

       Production Area      15,000sqmt 

    workshop     15 

       No. of Employee    980 
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Yarn warehouse 

All the yarns are labeled and sorted by colors and specific POs. 



25 experienced designers in house 

 

sending computer  layout  for client approval before sample 

made  

 

hand drawing still used in very detailed designs 

Designing 



Dying and Spinning 

13 dying lots with total capacity of 

120 ton yarns per  month. 

 

 

Imported machine for 

yarn formulary can 

easily give percentage 

of different chemical 

combination for certain 

colors  to achieve. 

 Spinning 



Tufting 

Hand gun: more 

detailed and 

complicated designs 

are processed by 

hand gun 

Machine gun: more than 200 

machine gun bringing  

monthly capacity of 

500,000sqft 

 

9 tufting machine 

imported from UK. 



Shearing 

machine shearing for big area 

manual shearing 



Carving 

Hand carving is an energy and time consuming process, but 

gives the rugs more value and makes the motif to be shown 

better. 



Backing 

with latexing capacity of 400,000 sqft per month at  temperature of 75 

degrees Celsius, our rugs are dried in high standard monitored 

workshops. 



Packing 

We are able to offer all kinds of packaging according 

to the customer’s requirements 


